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	April 04, 2024: Chess Dynamics to Provide Surveillance Systems for Australia's Hunter Class Frigates |
	March 26, 2024: SEA's Trainable Decoy Launcher with Chess Dynamics' Technology Selected by MoD |
	March 21 2024: Chess Dynamics Takes Home Top Prize at the Gatwick Diamond Business Awards! |
	March 12 2024:  Chess Dynamics Secures Three Major Orders with Global Defence Company |
	March 8 2024: Deep Embedded Feature Tracking for an Evolving Surveillance Landscape |
	February 12 2024: Chess Dynamics shortlisted for two Gatwick Diamond Business Awards! |
	February 1 2024: A Farewell to Dave Eldridge: Celebrating 9 Years of Sales Leadership at Chess Dynamics |
	January 31, 2024: Chess Shines at the 2023 Cohort Business Excellence Awards! |
	January 15th, 2024: Hawkeye MMP delivers world-leading electromagnetic compatibility performance |
	October 02, 2023:  Chess delivers highest accuracy levels for Norwegian project |
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[image: Who are Chess Dynamics?][image: ]
Who are Chess Dynamics?
Who are Chess Dynamics? Find out more.

View
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[image: Hawkeye Family of Land Systems][image: ]
Hawkeye Family of Land Systems
Advanced modular and scalable multi-sensor systems for precise reconnaissance, surveillance and targeting across the land domain.

View
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[image: Sea Eagle Family of Naval Systems][image: ]
Sea Eagle Family of Naval Systems
The next generation, fully digital, high resolution, stabilised, compact, precision Fire Control Electro-Optical tracking director.

View
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[image: C-UAS from Chess Dynamics][image: ]
C-UAS from Chess Dynamics
An insight into our C-UAS capability development, and the ability to tailor existing technologies or fully create unique solutions.

View
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[image: Special Projects - Optical Ground Station][image: ]
Special Projects - Optical Ground Station
We played a key role in working with QinetiQ on the design and build of a relocatable Optical Ground Station (OGS) in support of Dstl’s space-based Titania Free Space Optical Communications (FSOC) research project.

View
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[image: Chess Dynamics Automatic Target Classification][image: ]
Chess Dynamics Automatic Target Classification
Automatic Target Classification detects, recognises, and identifies a target and flags to the operator when it’s something worthwhile flagging.

View
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[image: Zephyr2200][image: ]
Zephyr2200
Shipborne Stabilised Radar Platforms for Radar Antennas up to 200kg. 2 axis traditional cantilever stabilised radar platforms, ideal for smaller OPV size naval vessels.

View
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[image: Piranha Panoramic Situational Awareness Camera Demo][image: ]
Piranha Panoramic Situational Awareness Camera Demo
The Piranha Panoramic Situational Awareness Camera maintains 360-degree situational awareness at all times, day and night, even during target engagement.

View
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[image: Mamba Stabilisation Demo][image: ]
Mamba Stabilisation Demo
Gyro stabilised for high performance land and maritime applications.

View
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[image: Piranha LR800 HD Colour TV Camera Demo][image: ]
Piranha LR800 HD Colour TV Camera Demo
Testing our zoom functionality on our Piranha LR800 HD Colour TV Camera

View
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DEFT (Deep Embedded Feature Tracking)
Defence systems designed and built by experts - Protect with Chess, Powered by Vision4ce

DEFT is a real-time video tracking capability that harnesses the power of deep neural networks to help cope with challenging target tracking scenarios. 

Expertly designed to handle challenges like low target contrast, occlusion, background clutter, and high motion/size target dynamics, DEFT enables operators to automatically track targets for longer periods of time, minimizing the need for intervention.

View
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Chess Air Defence
Our high-performance positioners, coupled with Electro Optics and Radar, can help our customers achieve full spectrum air defence and force protection. Our combat-proven technologies solve complex challenges for customers all over the world, and include systems and solutions for detection, tracking, location, and classification.

View
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[image: Classification in the Air - Drones][image: ]
Classification in the Air - Drones
Chess Brand - Vision4ce offers both hardware and software solutions for video tracking. The DART (Detection and Acquisition, with Robust Tracking) video tracking product is a software based tracker that can run on either a Linux or Windows platform based on Intel or ARM processors.
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[image: DEFT (Deep Embedded Feature Tracking)][image: ]
DEFT (Deep Embedded Feature Tracking)
DEFT is our latest innovation in target tracking. It is a deep learning-based algorithm that provides accurate
and robust tracking in complex situations. DEFT is able to track multiple targets simultaneously, even when
they are partially occluded or moving rapidly.

View
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[image: Hawkeye Vehicle Surveillance]Hawkeye Vehicle Surveillance
In this configuration, Hawkeye's cameras and director are vehicle mounted on a hydraulic/pneumatic mast.

View
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[image: Counter Unmanned Air System]Counter Unmanned Air System
Counter Unmanned Air System (Counter-UAS) solutions are designed to disrupt and neutralise Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) engaged in hostile airborne surveillance and potentially malicious activity.

View
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[image: Optical Ground Station (OGS)]Optical Ground Station (OGS)
The OGS is capable of receiving high-speed data transmissions from space and will be used to acquire and track the Titania satellite and close an optical communications link.

View
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[image: Sea Eagle FCEO (Fire Control Electro Optical)]Sea Eagle FCEO (Fire Control Electro Optical)
Sea Eagle FCEO is a stabilised electro optical fire control system optimised for the control of naval guns against air, surface and shore targets.

View
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[image: Sea Eagle EOSS (Electro Optical Surveillance System)]Sea Eagle EOSS (Electro Optical Surveillance System)
Sea Eagle EOSS is a stabilised electro optical surveillance system optimised for automated maritime surveillance on all classes of vessel.

View
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[image: Surveillance - Conex Container]Surveillance - Conex Container
Optimised for the detection, identification and image capture of the full range of contacts in border and coastal surveillance applications.

View
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[image: Hawkeye Vehicle Surveillance]Hawkeye Vehicle Surveillance
In this configuration, Hawkeye's cameras and director are vehicle mounted on a hydraulic/pneumatic mast.

View
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[image: Hawkeye Air Defence]Hawkeye Air Defence
Control of the system is achieved through the use of ruggedized GRIP PCs with TCP/IP outputs, allowing for local and/or networked control.

View
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[image: Sea Eagle FCRO (Fire Control Radar Optical)]Sea Eagle FCRO (Fire Control Radar Optical)
Sea Eagle FCRO is a stabilised radar and electro optical fire control system optimised for the control of naval guns against air, surface and shore targets.
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[image: Counter Unmanned Air System]Counter Unmanned Air System
On 19th December 2018, London Gatwick, the UK’s second busiest airport was subject to a sustained drone attack. By the 21st December, Chess Dynamics had signed contracts and the counter UAS system was set up and operational at the airport within a few days.
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[image: Hawkeye Vehicle Surveillance]Hawkeye Vehicle Surveillance
In this configuration, Hawkeye's cameras and director are vehicle mounted on a hydraulic/pneumatic mast.
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[image: Chess Dynamics Brochure]Chess Dynamics Brochure
Chess Dynamics is a defence and aerospace sub-system supplier to UK and overseas customers, using engineering expertise to develop new and innovative rugged products qualified to work in the harshest environments.

View
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[image: SeaEagle Maritime Brochure]SeaEagle Maritime Brochure
SeaEagle is a family of electro optical systems that meets a broad range of maritime surveillance and fire control
applications. System solutions are available for all classes of surface vessels; from fast interceptors and patrol boats, to major warships.

View
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[image: Hawkeye Land Brochure]Hawkeye Land Brochure
The Hawkeye Family comprises of advanced modular and scalable multi sensor systems for precise reconnaissance, surveillance and targeting across the land domain.

View
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[image: Customer Service Support Brochure]Customer Service Support Brochure
Chess Dynamics specialises in providing surveillance, fire control, and embedded systems to defence leaders around the world. Our products are designed to operate in the harshest of conditions, but like all specialised equipment, they will require periodic maintenance to ensure full operational capability and availability over time.

View
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[image: Counter Unmanned Air System Brochure]Counter Unmanned Air System Brochure
Counter Unmanned Air System (Counter-UAS) solutions are designed to disrupt and neutralise Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) engaged in hostile airborne surveillance and potentially malicious activity.

View
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[image: Careers at Chess]Careers at Chess
At Chess, we believe that advanced technology has the power to make the world a better place. Defence Leaders around the world work with us for market-leading, reliable defence systems and we are committed to using our expertise to develop innovative solutions that contribute to a safer, securer, greener, and more inclusive future.
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[image: Ship Survivability Webinar][image: ]
Ship Survivability Webinar
During the session, we discussed our approach to global defence threats and explored future naval technologies in relation to ship survivability.
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Head Office | Horsham
Quadrant House

North Heath Business Park

Horsham

West Sussex

RH12 5QE

United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1403 249 888
Email: sales@chess-dynamics.com

Naval Systems | Plymouth
Raleigh Building

22-24 Davy Road

Derriford

Plymouth

PL6 8BY



We are proud to be tenants at Plymouth Science Park, a workplace where businesses come to grow.
Tel: +44 1752 279040

Vision4ce | Wokingham
Unit 4, Wokingham Commercial Centre

Molly Millars Lane

Wokingham

RG41 2RF

United Kingdom
Tel: +44 118 979 7904
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This site uses cookies
Some of the cookies we use are essential, while others help us to improve your experience by collecting information about how our website is being used.
To find out more about the cookies we use, please see our Cookie Notice.
For information on how we collect, use and manage personal data, please see our Privacy Notice.
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Necessary cookies (required)
Necessary cookies enable core functionality. The website cannot function properly without these cookies and can only be disabled by changing your browser preferences.
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